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Create a travel accessory roll-up for your accessory feet and sewing notions to take with you as
you sew on the go! This cute wrap up is a great way to store your sewing accessories.

Join Bethany McCue from Singer Sewing Machine Company on a Facebook & YouTube Live on
Tuesday, January 10th at 2pm CST for tips on how to create your own beautiful travel accessory
roll-up. She will be featuring the SINGER® Quantum Stylist 9960 sewing machine available at
Singer.com.

PROJECT SKILL LEVEL:
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Shopping List
Everything you need to complete this project in one place. Use this convenient checklist to
ensure you have all required materials in your sewing room, or take it with you while you shop
for supplies.

¼” Piecing Foot
Rolled Hem Foot
Open Toe or Clear Decorative Sewing Foot
Zipper Foot
Tear-AWay Stabilizer
Fusible Fleece
1 Fat Quarter solid cotton fabric for outside
1 Fat Quarter print cotton fabric for lining
6” x 44” wide woven fabric for pockets
12” zipper
1 yard - ⅛” wide ribbon
Construction thread for top and bobbin
2-3 colors of decorative Rayon thread
Marking tool (washable pen, chalk, etc)
Ruler
Straight Pins or Clips
Point Turner
Fabric scissors
Iron

Cut:
Fabric A: Outside

- 10”L x 20” W
Fabric B: Lining

- 10”L x 20” W
Fabric C: Pocket Fabric

- 12” L x 6” W
- (2) 12” L x 4” W
- 8” L x 4” W

Stabilizer
- 10” L x 10” W

Fusible Fleece
- 10” L x 20” W
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Prepare:
1. Fuse the Fusible Fleece to the wrong side of the lining fabric.
2. Mark the lining fabric at 3”, 5” and 10” from a short edge on the right side of the fabric.
3. Mark the outside fabric at 3”, 4” and 5” from a short edge on the right side of the fabric.

Put it All Together:
1. Snap the Zipper Foot onto the left side of the foot on

your sewing machine.
2. Select a straight stitch and adjust your needle position

so that it does not hit your zipper foot.
3. Place the right side of the zipper to the right side of the

12” x 6” piece of pocket fabric. Align the 12” edge of
the fabric with the edge of the zipper.

4. Sew, with the zipper on top, along the edge of the
zipper teeth to make an exposed zipper.

5. Fold the fabric
back and press to
expose the zipper.

6. Center the zipper teeth on the 5” mark of
the lining fabric, placing the right side of the
zipper down and the fabric to the outside of the
lining piece.

a. When you fold the fabric, it should
flip to the center of the lining piece, creating a
pocket.

7. Sew with
the zipper foot
along the other
edge of the zipper

teeth.
8. Fold the pocket to the center of the lining fabric

and pin.
a. The pocket fabric should go past the

center 10” mark.
9. Attach the rolled hem foot and set your machine

to a straight stitch with a center needle position.
10.Roll hem one long edge of both 12”x4” pockets

and a short edge of the 8”x4” pocket.
a. Remember the bobbin thread is what will

be showing on the right side for the rolled
hem seam.
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11. Attach the general purpose sewing foot to your sewing machine.
12.Place one 12”x4” pocket, right side UP, with the long edge aligned with the 10”

side of the lining that does not have the pocket. Pin in place.

13.Place the other 12”x4”, right side DOWN, on top of the pocket with the long edge
¼” from the 10”, center line. Pin in place.

a. The zipper pocket might be covering the 10” center line.
14.Change the needle position to make a ¼” seam allowance.
15.Sew through all layers (pocket, zippered pocket, lining and fleece) using the right

edge of the foot to guide along the raw edge of the rolled pocket.
16.Trim any excess zipper pocket fabric to ¼”.
17.Flip the rolled edge pocket toward the other

rolled edge pocket.
18.Place the small 8”x4” pocket right side down,

aligning the long edge of the pocket with the 3”
line and the short raw edge with one side of the
lining.

19.Sew ¼” along the long edge starting at the
rolled edge. Back stitch to give support to the
pocket.

20.Flip the pocket towards the raw edge of the
lining. Pin in place.

21.Starting just above the rolled hem in the center
of the pocket. Sew from rolled edge out to the
edge of the pocket and lining. Back stitch at the
beginning and end.
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22.Sew two more seams starting at the rolled
edge and sewing to the edge to make 4
foot slots.

23.Divide the pocket into thirds. Starting at the
rolled edge, sew toward the center of the
lining (toward the zippered pocket). Back
stitch and stop when you reach the
zippered pocket.

24.Sew another line the same way to make 3
foot slots. The pocket lining piece is
finished.

DECORATE:
25.Place the tear-away stabilizer under the

marked part of the outside fabric.
26.Thread your sewing machine with decorative rayon thread on the top.
27.Attach the open-toe or clear decorative foot to your sewing machine.
28.Select any decorative stitch on your sewing machine and sew across the 4” line

that was marked on the outside fabric.
29.Select a different decorative stitch and

change to a different color rayon thread.
30.Sew across the 5” line that was marked on

the outside fabric.
31.Select a different decorative stitch and

thread color to sew across the 7” line that was
marked on the outside fabric.

a. Recommend practicing the
decorative stitches on scrap fabric to decide
which ones you like best before decorating your
project.

b. Sew from edge to edge
c. Use the Start/Stop button if desired.
d. Carefully remove the tear away

stabilizer from the back of the decorative stitches.
e. The decoration on the outside is

finished.
CONSTRUCT:

32.Open the zipper about half way.
33.Fold 20” of ribbon in half and pin the folded end of the ribbon in the center of the

edge of the wrap with the long single pocket: (short edge closest to the zipper.)
34.Place the decorated side of the outside fabric right side down with the decoration

over the zippered pocket side where the ribbon is pinned.
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35.Attach the ¼” piecing foot to your sewing machine and select a center needle
straight stitch.

36.Thread your machine with construction
thread in the top and bobbin.

37.Start sewing on the 10” side of the rolled
edge pocket side of the wrap (opposite
end from the ribbon).

a. Leave a 4-5” inch opening to turn
the wrap.

38.Sew around the wrap with a ¼” seam
allowance.

39.Trim the corners and any excess fabric.
40.Turn the wrap right side out through the

opening.
a. Use a corner turner tool to push

out the corners and seams.
b. Fold in the raw edges of the opening and press with iron.
c. Sew a straight stitch along the open edge of the wrap.

Load up your travel accessory roll-up with all the feet and accessories you need!
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